Monday, December 9

Leveraging Digital and Frontier Technologies to Achieve Universal Health Care
10:30-11:45am | Salon A-D
- Henry Mwanyika, Regional Digital Health Director – Africa, PATH
- Hallie Goertz, Engagement Director, PATH

Avoiding the PDF Graveyard: Best Practices for Ensuring Your Findings Reach (And Are Actually Used) By Your Target Audience
12:00-1:15pm | Linden Oak
- Jacqueline Deelstra, Senior Communications Associate, PATH
- Bianca Poll, Senior Communications Associate, PATH

Incubating Collaboration: Outputs of the Digital Health & Interoperability Working Group
12:00-1:15pm | White Oak B
- Lauren Wall, Senior Program Officer, PATH

Lunch Remarks from the Director of WHO’s Department of Digital Health and Innovation
1:30-1:45pm | TBD
- Bernard Mariano Junior, Director of WHO Department of Digital Health and Innovation

Integration of Clinic-Level Data Systems: Use Cases and Approaches for Interoperable Solutions
2:15-3:30pm | White Oak B
- Amanda BenDor, Partnerships and Community Manager, Digital Square at PATH
- Brian Taliesin, Director of Living Labs initiative, PATH

Innovations in Health Information Systems and Enterprise Architecture
2:15-3:30pm | Salon A-D
- Henry Mwanyika, Regional Digital Health Director – Africa, PATH

Accelerating the Design and Adoption of Digital Client Record Tools: What are Accelerator Kits, and How Are They Going to Save You Time and Money While Increasing the Quality of Your Digital Health Interventions?
2:15-3:30pm | White Flint Amphitheater
- Jenny Thompson, Technical Program Officer, PATH
Tuesday, December 10

**Accelerating Scale of Digital Health: What We’ve Learned, Where We’re Going and How You Can Help Shape our Future (Lightning Talk)**
9:00-10:15am | Salon A-D
- Skye Gilbert, Executive Director, Digital Square at PATH

**Mind the Gap: Why Emerging Technologies Must Prioritize Equity (Lightning Talk)**
9:00-10:15am | Salon A-D
- Ashley Bennett, Lead Governance Officer, PATH

**Computable Care Guidelines: How Health Organizations are Looking to Facilitate Adoption of Guidelines into Electronic Health Record Systems**
9:00-10:15am | Linden Oak
- Carl Leitner, Technical Director, Digital Square at PATH

**From Aggregate to Individual-Level Electronic Data: Implications for Research and Practice**
9:00-10:15am | White Oak A
- Emily Carnahan, Senior MEL Officer, PATH

**Networking the Networks: Key Enablers of Digital Principles**
10:30-11:45pm | White Flint Amphitheater
- Lauren Wall, Senior Program Officer, PATH
- Chilunga Puta, Director, BID Learning Network, PATH

**Understanding Digital Health Markets to Maximize Double Bottom-Line Opportunities**
12:00-1:15pm | White Oak B
- Skye Gilbert, Executive Director, Digital Square at PATH

**Why Do We Need Digital Health Governance? A Look at DRC, Nepal, and Tanzania**
12:00-1:15pm | Salon A-D
- Ousmane Ly, Digital Health Advisor, PATH-DRC
- Ashley Bennett, Lead Governance Officer, PATH

**Breaking down the Gender Gap in Digital Health: Advocating, Elevating, and Prioritizing Women**
2:15-3:30pm | Salon A-D
- Amanda BenDor, Partnerships and Community Manager, Digital Square at PATH

**Using Frontier Technologies to Treat TB in Tanzania, Ukraine, and India**
Poster Presentation
- Emily Carnahan, Senior MEL Officer, PATH

**What Can Data Do for Me and How Can I Best Use It? Considerations for Using Data to Design and Evaluate Digital Health Interventions**
4:15-5:30pm | Linden Oak
- Dr. Seif Rashid, Director, Data Use Partnership, PATH
Using the Power of Mobile Technology to Revolutionize Health Financing: What the World Can Learn from Africa
9:00-10:15am | White Flint Amphitheater
- Dykki Settle, Chief Digital Officer, PATH

Bridging the Global Health Data and Digital Divide: Digital and Data Governance for Universal Health Coverage (UHC)
9:00-10:15am | Salon A-D
- Ashley Bennett, Lead Governance Officer, PATH
- Neema Ringo, Technical Lead, Data Use Partnership, PATH

Lessons Learned in Developing and Sustaining Global Goods
10:30-11:45am | White Oak B
- Carl Leitner, Technical Director, Digital Square at PATH
- Maguette Ndong, Technical Advisor, Digital Square at PATH
- Lauren Wall, Senior Program Officer, PATH

Lab Session: Improving Financing for UHC Workflows in OpenHIE: Using openIMIS as a Reference Technology
10:30-11:45am | TBA
- Carl Fourie, Senior Technical Advisor, Digital Square at PATH

3 Ways to Evaluate Digital Health Solutions
10:30-11:45am | White Oak A
- Amanda BenDor, Partnerships and Community Manager, Digital Square at PATH

Using Patient Data for Indicator Reporting
2:15-3:30pm | Linden Oak
- Carl Leitner, Technical Director, Digital Square at PATH